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1.0 Scope
This SSDR establishes the performance, design, development and test requirements for the Final Optic Assembly
(FOA). The FOA (WBS 1.8.7) as part of the Target Experimental System (1.8) includes vacuum windows,
frequency conversion crystals, focus lens, debris shields and supporting mechanical equipment.

2.0 Applicable Documents
This section lists NIF Project Documents, DOE and other government orders, codes, and standards, and national
consensus standards which are applicable to the FOA Subsystem. Applicable LLNL standards are also being
considered contingent upon the decision of final site selection.

2.1 Applicable NIF Project Documents
~;$ial Ignition Facility Functional Requirements and Primary Criteria, Revision 1.4, L-15983-3, February,

National Ignition Facility System Design Requirements, Laser System SDRO02, Revision A, NII?-LLNL-96-228,
L-21707-01

National Ignition Facility System Design Requirement 003, Target Experimental System Design Requirements,
Revision A, NIF-96-227, L-21706-01

“Proposed Metrication Policy for IWF~’ memo from R. Sawicki, NIF-LLNL-96-038, L-21248-01, 21 January,
1996

NIF Grounding Plan,NIF-LLNL-94-211, L-17346-1

NW-LLNL-93-04VL-15958-1, National Ignition Facility Quality Assurance Program Plan, November 1993

Target Emission Group (1’obin, Marshall, et al) papers
Debris Shield Group (Marion, Campbell, et al) papers

2.2 Applicable US Government Orders, Codes, and Standards
● 420.1- Facility Safety
. N441. 1- Protection for DOE Radiological Activities
● 5400.5- Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment
● 5700.6c-Quality Assurance
● 5480.9-Construction Safety and Health Program
● 5480.10-Contractor Industrial Hygiene Program
● 5480.1 l—Radiation Protection for Occupational Workers

2.3 Applicable National Consensus Codes and Standards
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code; Section VIII

2.4 Applicable LLNL Standards
LLNL Committee on Metrification, 10 October 1992, “LLNL Metric Transition Path”
LLNL M-012 Rev 7, Feb 1993, “Design Safety Standards -Mechanical Engineering”
LLNL M-O1O,March 1989, “Health and Safety Manual”
LLNL, M-O1O“Hazards Control Manual”
LLNL, M-256 “Mechanical Engineering Design Practice”
LLNL “Mechanical Engineering Poky ProceduresManual”

3.0 Subsystem Description and Characteristics
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3.1 System Definition
This section defines the overall Final Optic Assembly (FOA) as well as subsystems of the FOA to which this
SSDR applies. It provides sufficient description of the system conf@ration and component parts to facilitate
understanding of the requirements

3.1.1 System Description
The FOA provides for the optical mounting and operational maintenance of resident optics. These optics consist
of vacuum windows, frequency conversion crystals, final focus lenses, diffractive optics and debris shields. The
FOA interfaces directly to the outer surface of the target chamber. Four beamlines arranged in a 2x2 quad-array
are incorporated into the FOA. With 192 bearrdines this results in 48 FOA’S populating the surface of the target
chamber at prescribed locations. (These location maybe found in SDR3, section 3.2.1.1.). In addition to
providing mounting for said optical components, precision adjustment capability is I&Iuired of these optics during
operations. These include a precision 2 axis angular positioner at each beamline for the frequency conversion
cg@als and a z-axis translation capability for the focus lend tkquency conversion which are mounted in a
common cell. Subsystems and components of the FOA must meet design constraints on optical quality, neutron
activation, vacuum compatibility, thermal control, cleanliness and operational concerns.

Furtherrnom, the FOA integrates two laser diagnostic and alignment subsystems. One laser diagnostic package
consists of a difhctive grating, turning mirror and calorimeter. The other is an alignment subsystem for each
beamline. This subsystem provides for 1w beam centering and alignment to the frequency conversion crystals. A
provisional subsystem being evaluated is a vacuum isolation valve which will allow for the vacuum isolation of
the FOA from the target chamber for servicing, maintenance and tasks requiring non-vacuum environment of the
FOA while the chamber is at vacuum. This valve would increase the operational flexibility of the NW. As
mentioned pnwiously, there is a requirement for a debris shields at the output side of the fired optic assembly.
These shields am to provide physical protection to the other optical elements of the FOA. Debris maybe in the
form of projectiles and plasma emanating from the target region, the chamber walls, beam dumps and any other
source in the chamber (diagnostics, inserters, etc). These shields are expected to be replaced often and so a means
to allow for the rapid replacement is required to be designed into the system. Another element to be packaged with
the debris shield is a beam smoothing optic. This is to address the need operational need of rapidly changing the
phase plate characterisitc based on shot requhements. Other elements or subsystem of the FOA will also require
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance and the FOA and subsystems am to be designed for replacement at a rate “
consistent with the overaU NIF availability requirement.

3.1.2 System Functions
The FOA converts lW light to the third hamonic through use of a type I/ type II KDP/ KD*P frequency
convemion crystals which am mounted within an integrated optic module which in turn is attached to the target
chamber through the 3Wcalorimeter chamber. F@ue 3.1.2 is a schematic illustration of one of the four beamlines
of the FOA. Each beamline first passes through a vacuum window, then on through the frequency conversion
crystals (FCC), a final focus lens and f~y through the debris shield before focus is achieved at chamber center.
In addition provisions will be made for 3Wcalo~~ as well as beam centering alignment at the FCC. All of
these subsystem need to operate in ndiable manner consistent with the general overall reliability of the system.
Also replaceable units should be designed to mkimize the downttime of NIP. In summary the FOA is to perform
the following functions:

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

Convert a lw (1053nm) beam to a 3W(351nm) beam
Focus the 3Wlight onto a common focal area near the target chamber center
Disperse the residual lW and 2Wlight away from the target laser entrance hole &H)
Provide required spot envelope at target
Provide for the mounting of the frequency conversion crystal, focus lens, debris shield and any
diffradve optic included in the design
Provide a vacuum barrier for the target chamber
Provide the necessary mounting for laser diagnostics consisting of a 3Wcalorimeter and a lW beam
centering system
Provide thermal management for the frequency converter crystals

4
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3.1.3 System Diagrams
A cutaway isometric view of the FOA with major functional elements is shown in figure 3.1.3.
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Figure 3.1.3: An isometric view of the functional elements of the Final Optic Assembly
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.

3.1.3.1 System Operating Modes
Fi~3.1.3.1-l identifies ties~uence ofo~mtingmties plmdfortie~fwili~. The FOA’ssspartof
the Target Experimental Systems will also operate in all these modes, following the same scenario as the overall
facility.

.,

.“”

Construct,
Assemble

Accqianw
test ,.

,.. - .- ,’:

. . . . ,;: :,. .,,.,,..” ~t,;‘,,

- ‘&m&) +EEiiEl(from any

Figure 3.1.3.1-1 NIF operatingmodes

3.1.4 System Interfaces
The FOA has&e following interface with other subsystems of the NfF:

WBS l~zet Area Buddurg
. .

: The FOA reside within the target building, they require environmental
control of the air surrounding the FOA’S, an access space to permit operation and maintenance functions.

WBS 1.2.2.3 Optical Assemb v BuI1 “Ming The FOA’S as they are to be ssaembld internally aligned and
refuhkhed within OAB. Clean space in a contdled environment will be provided by the OAB.

WBS 1.5 Integrated -te Co tro Svstem (KXS) : AlignmenL inspection, temperature pressure control and
safety interlocks will all be co;tr$ed ~r verified through the ICC.

WBS 1.6 Outical Components : The FOA’S provide mounting, alignment and adjustment of resident optical
elements. In addition to the interfacing with the physical size of these element the FOA design will be consistent
with the generrd processing and handling plan.

WBS 1.7 Laser Con~ The functionality of the FOA’S directly couple to laser control system by providing
feedback for alignment as well as wavefront quali~ control.

7
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WBS 1.8.1 Target Chamber The FOA’S mount directly to the outside of the target chamber. The FOA and target
chamber sham the same vacuum space and vacuum system. The target chamber must provide a stable optical
platform for the FOA.

S 1.8.3 Target Diagnosti“G The FOA’S share the same surface of the chamber sphere as target diagnostic

S 1.8.4 Tarzet Stru ture : The primary interface with this WBS element are the beamtubes which mount to
surface of the FOfi.

S 1.8.5 En MO- Prot=tion Systems
. .

: Components of the FOA, particularly the debris shields will be
decontamina& by the EPS on a routine basis. ,

3.1.5 Major Subsystems
As described previously (section 3. 1) the FOA consist of mechanical subsystems which are comprised of, or are
integrated with optical elements or therrnall mechanical subsystems which perform the appropriate tasks to meet
system design requhvments, The optical elements which are to mounted, aligna adjusted and thermally
controlled are the following:

Frequency Conversion crystals (FCC)
;: Final focus lens (FFL)

Dilhctive optic (DO)
:: Debris shields (IX)
5. lW WCUUIII window (VW)

Subsystems of the FOA which are considered either mechanical or thermal subsystems are listed below followed
by an acronym which will be used throughout the course of this SSDR. Figure 3.1.5 indicates where these
subsystems are located within the FOA.

1. The integrated optic module (IOM), which is fbrther comprised OR
a. Final OPticcell @oC), provide mounting for OPtiC~elements consisting of FCC ~ ad De-
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

FCC a&ular adjus~efit system (FAAS), allows for angular adjustment of the conversion crystals.
Final focus lens adjustment system (FLAS), allows for focus adjustment of the lens.
Debris shield system (DSS), provides for insertion, mounting and retrieval of shields.
Vacuum window system (VWS), provide a vacuum barrier to the target chamber.
FCC thexmal control system (TCS), provides fhennal control for the conversion crystals.

2. &ructures/ VWULUll chambers
a. Integrated optic module chamber (IOMC), a vacuum chamber which houses FOA subsystems.
b. 3Wcalorimeter chamber (3wCC), a vacuum chamber which houses the 3Wcalorimeter system

3. Laser diagnostics
a. 3Wcalorimeter system (3wCS), provides for energy measurement of the 3w beam.
b. lW beam centering system (lwBCS), allows for alignment of the lW beam.

4. Vacuum isolation valve (VN), allow maintenance of FOA subsystems at atmospheric conditions.
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Fig 3.1.5: Subsystems of the FOA i&ntifmd.

3.2 Subsystem Requirements and Verifhtion
The following sections define the minimum mq.drements which must be met by the Final Optic Assembly related
to performance, physical characteristics, etc. The approach for verifying that the design and the hardware meets
each mqdrement is listed for each.
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3.2.1 Performance Characteristics
This section describes the performance characteristics of thermal/mechanical subsystems of the FOA as descrhd
in section 3.1.5. The following table lists the performance characteristics associated withesch of the identified
components.

MechanicalSUb+.YS_S I
FOC
FAAS
FLAS
DSS
Vws
TCS !

mShmtures

10MC

3WCC

Laser D1a Ostics

3WCS

lwBCS
able 3.2. 1; Pe ormance Cl

3.2.1.01 Performance Characteristic - Mounting/ Position of Optical Elements
The FOA houses the optical elements described in section 3.1.5. The alignment of these elements can be
considered to broken into two parts. The first is the location or position of these elements with respect to each
other. The s=ond part is the tolerance on that position. The following table identities what these values arc for
the optical elements of the FOA. The coordinate system used is shown in figure 3.1.3.

10
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Table 32.1.01.Mgnumt akna for FOA ODtiCa.1elm
. ..“

(refer to figure 3.1.3 for description of coordinate system)
Thistableindicatesthepositionof thefinalopticelementsas theyareassembledin theOABwithrespectto a commonreference.

- Optics Configuration drawing (ALA% 1049OO),

x Y z’ 6X ey ez

vacuum o 0 7473 0 0
Window2
SHG’ o 0 7035 0 10 0

*

THG’ o 0 7019 0 10 0

Final Focus o 0 7000 0 0 0
Lcns3
DdfracWe o 0 6645 0 10 0

0 0 ~ — o — o ~
r

+/- Tolerance (mm or urad) I
optical x Y z ex ey ez
Component
Vacuum 3 3 3 5000 5000 5000
Window2
SHG’4”S’ 2 2 2 20 20 5000

THG’s4’ 2 2 2 20 20 5000

Final Focus o 0
Lens3

o 0 0 5000

3 3 3 1000O 1000O 1000O
optic3
Debris Slueld’ 3 3 3 30000 30000 30000
,
Notes:
1: k dimensions are at theinputsurfaceof theopticalelementwiththeoriginat targetchambercenter.
2: tie elementsarenotpartof thefinalopticcell(FOC).Wfl belocatedthroughrepeatableintermediateinterfaces
3:~ese elementsareassembledwithintheFOC,thereforecanbelocatedaccumtelywithrespecttoeachOther.
4: SHWI’HGtoleranceincludescrystalcuttingerrors,FOCfabricationtolerance,assemblytolerance,andoff-linealignment
5:Thesenumbershavebeenvtidated bytolarancestudyreferencedinFOCToleranceStudy@lIF#”fi-kkkk-111))

3.2.1.02 Performance Characteristics - Alignment/ Adjustability of Optical Elements
As described in the text of 3.1.5 the FCC and the FLL have to be actively aligned or adjusted to the beamline
during operation use. This is be accomplished with the FAAS and and the FLAS. The performance requirements
of these subsystems is outlined in the following table.

11
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Table 3.2.1.02: Adjustment requirement for the FAAS and FLAS
(refer to figure 3.1.3 for description of coordinate system)

‘Ilk tableindicatesthealignmentranges,accuraciesandresolutionsof thefinalopticelementsastheyareautomaticallyalignedduring
operations.

+/- Range (mm or mrad)

Optical Component x Y z ox ey ez

Final @iC ~11’ o 0 50’ 20’ 20’ 0

r

+/- Accuracy (mm or urad)

‘OpticalComponent x Y z ex ey ez

Final @iC Cd o. 1“ 0.1” 0.3 5 5 nia

+/- Resolution (mm or urad)

optical component x Y z ex ey ez

Final optic cell’ nla n/a 0.1 2 2 rda

Notes:
1:TheFinalOpticCellhousestheSHG,THG,focuslens.
2:Thisis a minimummotion;Allowforcenterof travelaswellas tolerancebuild-upfromchamberinterface.
3:‘lEisis motionallowanceforfabricationtoleranceonthetargetclunk andFOAassemblies.
4 ‘Ibisnumbermaybeallowedtobelargeroverfullrangeoftravel,dependentonalignmentprocedure.

3.2.1.03 Performance Characteristics - Structural Stability
As shown in table 3.2.1 all subsystems of the FOA have to meet a mechanical stability nquirement. The
requirement is the position of the FFL shall not move more then 6pm laterally when subject external loadinbg
consisting of random vibration input as well as thermal loads. The random vibration input is applied at the base of
the target chamber pedestal. The level of vibrational input is specifkd as a power spectral density curve of l&O
#/Hz fkom 1 to 200 Hz. Jn addition the FCC shall not be displaced rotationally more the 5 @). Other potential
sources to be considered are acoustic sources (air ventilation) or ancillary hardware which maybe required in and
around the FOA (ie water cooling for the conversion cxystals).

3.2.1.04 Performance Characteristics - Thermal
The primary thermal requirement is for the FCC. The TCS will meet the following requirements.

1) The TCS shall be capable of controlling the absolute temperature of the FCC cqwtals between 19.7C and
20.3C to within +/-O.lC (TBD).

2) The TCS shall hold the temperature of each crystal uniformly to +/-O.lC over the entire crystal.
3) The temperature of each crystal shall be held for a 2hr time period starting with start of alignment

sequence to shot time.
4) The TCS shall be designed to cool the FCC to acceptable levels within a 2br time period.

12
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5) The design shall not preclude the possibility of an incnmse shot rate of 4 hr which would result in an
approximately Ihr time window to maintain crystal temperature.

Additional consideration shall be given to internal sources of heat such as motors and actuators.

3.2.1.05 Performance Characteristics - Vacuum Compatibility
As shown in table 3.2.1 all subsystems of the FOA have to meet a vacuum compatibility requkment. These
subsystems shall be designed to operate in a vacuum environment of 5x1W’-5torr. Outgassing of internal surface
shall be minimkd. The mechanical design, fabrication techniques and material selection shall be done with due
consideration of the requirement.

3.2.1.06 Performance Characteristics - Cleanliness t

As shown in table 3.2.1 all subsystems of the FOA have to meet a cleanliness requirement. These subsystems
shall be designed to operate and be compatible with a level 100 cleanliness specified in ML -STD-1246C.
Material selection, fabrication techniques and design choices shall be made with due consideration. Additionally
all optical surfaces shall be maintained at level 50 except for the debris shield which is subjected to &bns and
emission fkom the target chamber.

Maintenance of cleanliness shall be provided during expected routine operations which will be performed on
debris shields and other larger subsystems such as the the Integrated Optic Module.

3.2.1.07 Performance Characteristics - Allowable Stress
As shown in table 3.2.1 some of the subsystems of the FOA have to mec.t a stress requirement.

The mechanical design of these subsystems shall be based on the yield strength of ductile material or the uhirnate
strength of brittle materials. The factors of safety applied for peak stresses shall follow applicable LLNL design
guides as well as any relevant industry or trade association code or rules except as noted. Some designs (notably
the vacuum chambers) may require a buckling analysis, in this case the chamber shall be treated as an externally
pressurized vessel and is covered under ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

NotEx The vacuum window shall be designed to minimkw the maximum tensile stress of the glass window to less
then 500 psi.

3.2.1.08 Performance Characteristics - External Loading
As shown in table 3.2.1 some of the subsystems of the FOA have to meet an external loading mquhement. These
loadings along with the design response am the following: 1) External atmospheric Io@ the FOA subassemblies
subject to this loading condition will experience&formations and distortions. These deformation shall not unduly
intluence or impair the ability of these subsystems to meet them performance requirements. 2) Seismic load; the
FOA and subsystems shall be designed to withstand a seismic input at the base of the target chamber pedestal (as
specified in SDRO03 section 3.3.01.2) consistent with a planned downtime of the overall facility (as specified in
SDRO03 section 3.2.3.5). 3) Random vibration input. (Please see section 3.2.1.01 of this SSDR).

3.2.1.09 Performance Characteristics - Neutron Activation
The design of all subsystem shall mkimize the level of neutron activation. Material selection, choice of location of
particular components of the subsystem shall be done with due consideration of the neutron environment
consistent with section 3.3.2.6 (Safety - Radiation Protection)

3.2.1.10 Performance Characteristics - Debris Shields - Physical Protection
The debris shields shall protect the other optical elements of the FOA fkom plasma and vaporized target material
generated from the target region.

13
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3.2.1.11 Performance Characteristics - Debris Shield - Contamination Barrier
The debris shield shall provide a means to control the amount of tritium which is allowed to reach the f~ optics
as well as other subsystems located within the IOM. A design goal to keep the activation of tritium on surfaces to
less then 100dpm/cm2.

3.2.1.12 Performance Characteristics - Debris Shields- Removal Rate
The debrisshield removal system shall be designed to allow the safe and efficient manual xemoval of debris
shields from the IOM. The DSS should allow for the removal to be accomplished in less then 1 hr time for the
four debris shields per FOA.

3.2.1.13 Performance Characteristics - Vacuum Isolation Valve - Cycle Time
The VIV shall be designed to reduce the time associated with opening and closing the-valve but done in manner
consistent other design consideration (reliability and cleanliness). It is a design goal to allow the valve to be
clod opened and closed again within a TBD (provisional 2 minute) time Ihme.

3.2.2 Physical Characteristics of Subsystems
This section describes the physical nature of the identifkd subsystems of the FOA. These characteristic include
parameters such as size, mass and general spacing requirements and limitations.

3.2.2.1 Physical Characteristics - Integrated Optic Module (IOM)
As describedpnzwiouslythe IOM consists ofi

Final OptiCce~ (FOc)
;: FCC Angular adjustment system (FAAS)

Finsl focus lens adjustment system (FLAS)
:: Debris shield system (DSS)
5. Vacuum window assembly (VWS)\
6. Themal Control System (TCS)

The outer housing of the IOM is the IOM chamber (IOMC). It shall provide vacuum housing in which to mount
and attach the subsystem described above. The overall size of the chamber shall be consistent with these
requirements as well as be sized so as to eliminate interferences with other hardware which is mounted on the
surface of the target chamber, particuhuy other FOA’S, target diagnostics and ancillary support equipment. The
IOMC shall be designed with fixtures to aid and allow for the safe and efficient transport and handling of the IOM.

3.2.2.1.1 Physical Characteristics - Final Optic Cell (FOC)
The following are the pertinent physical characteristic of the FOC:

1. The FOC shall be designed large to enough to house resident optics yet fit within the IOM structure.

2. The FOC shall be designed with a mechanical hard aperh.ue of 40cm x 40cm with 0.5cm (TBD) comer
radii. This aperture shall be located in tint of the frequency conversion crystals.

3. The mechanical hard aperture shall be made of materkd which can withstand the intensity, wavelength and
power of the NIP beamline.

4. The mounting of the FCC within the FOC shall be allowed with a 0.5cm margin around the perimeter of
the czystal

3.2.2.1.2 Physical Characteristics - FCC Angular Adjustment System (FAAS)
The following arethe pertinentphysical characteristicof the FAAS:

1. The FAAS shall be designed to carry the load of a single FOC and perform its required adjustment
functions.
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2. The FAAS shall be designed to not interfere with other FAAS’S or other hardware within the IOM.

3. It is a design goal to allow for the locaI control of the alignment system for the FCC. This local control
shall be in compliance with standard/procedure set forth by the ICC.

3.2.2.1.3 Physical Characteristics - FFL Linear Adjustment System (FLAS)
The following m the pertinentphysical characteristicof the FLAS:

1. The FLAS shall be designed to cany the load of 4 FOC’S and 4 FAAS’S and perform its required
adjustment functions. v

2. The FLAS shall be designed to not interfexe with the DSS or other hardware within the IOM and 3wCC.

3. The nominal physical spacing of the four bearrdines as described by a plane containing the midpoint of the
final focus lenses shall be the following:

s_long = 50.6 cm (provisional)
s_latitude = 57.5 cm (provisional)
(please refer to figure 3.2.2.1.3 for clarification of the dimensions)

4. It is a design goal to allow for the local control of the alignment system for the FCC. This local control
shall be in compliance with standard/procedure set forth by the ICC

Northpole of
target chamber Midplane of

al focus lens

l-o%--l
Figure 3.2.2.1.3: Center to center spacing of final optics focus lens

3.2.2.1.4 Physical Characteristics - Debris Shield System (DSS)
The following arethe pertinentphysical characteristicof the DSS:
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